MAYTAG® Smart Capable Top Load Gas Dryer with Extra Power Button - 7.4 cu. ft.
Dimensions: h: 43 1/8" w: 27" d: 29 7/8"

THIS MODEL OFFERS:
Extra Power Button

START THE CONVERSATION
How often do you find that your pockets or inseams are damp when you pull them from the dryer?

TOP FEATURES

EXTRA POWER BUTTON
Push the Extra Power button on cycles to extend time and tumbling

WRINKLE PREVENT OPTION WITH STEAM
The Wrinkle Prevent option adds steam to post-cycle tumbling.

ENERGY STAR® CERTIFIED
This dryer is ENERGY STAR certified.

DID YOU KNOW?
When heavy jeans get mixed in the dryer with thin shirts, push the Extra Power button to help get thick fabrics, pockets, hems and seams drier the first time.(1)
DEMO

Press the Extra Power button and explain that the Extra Power button prevents underdrying mixed loads by adding extra time to any cycle.

ALSO CONSIDER

MGD8230HC

RECOMMENDED PAIRINGS

Be sure to tune into your customers' shopping priorities to bundle products across categories.

1 OUT OF 5 KITCHEN APPLIANCE TRANSACTIONS INCLUDE MORE THAN ONE PRODUCT*

*Results may vary based on load size and type.
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